XQuery is a powerful XML query language with many features and syntactic constructs. For many common queries we do not need all the expressive power of XQuery. We investigate the effect of omitting certain features of XQuery on the expressive power of the language. We start from a simple base fragment which can be extended by several optional features being aggregation functions such as count and sum, sequence generation, node construction, position information in for loops, and recursion. In this way we obtain 64 different XQuery fragments which can be divided into 17 different equivalence classes such that two fragments can express the same functions iff they are in the same equivalence class. Moreover, we investigate the relationships between these equivalence classes and derive some properties of the fragments within these equivalence classes.
Introduction
XQuery [3] , the W3C standard query language for XML, is a very powerful query language which is known to be Turing Complete [7] . As the language in its entirety is too powerful and complex for many queries, there is a need to investigate the different properties of frequently used fragments. Most existing Email addresses: jan.hidders@ua.ac.be (Jan Hidders), marrara@dti.unimi.it (Stefania Marrara), jan.paredaens@ua.ac.be (Jan Paredaens), roel.vercammen@ua.ac.be (Roel Vercammen). theoretical work focuses on XPath, a rather limited subset of XQuery. For example, Benedikt, Fan, and Kuper studied structural properties of XPath fragments [1] , the computational complexity of query evaluation for a number of XPath fragments was investigated by Gottlob, Koch, and Pichler in [5] , and Marx [12] increased the expressive power of XPath by extending it in order to be first order complete. It was not until recently that similar efforts were made for XQuery: Koch studies the computational complexity of query evaluation for nonrecursive XQuery fragments without aggregation functions, position information in for loops and sequence generation [8] , Koch and Benedikt study the relationship between similar fragments and fragments of first-order logic with counters [2] , Vansummeren looks into the well-definedness problem for XQuery fragments [14] , and the expressive power of the node construction in XQuery is studied in [9] .
In this article we investigate the expressive power of XQuery fragments in a similar fashion as was done for the relational algebra [13] and SQL [11] . In order to do this, we establish some interesting properties for these fragments. We start from a small base fragment in which we can express many commonly used features such as some built-in functions, arithmetic, boolean operators, node and value comparisons, path expressions, simple for loops and XPath set operations. This base fragment can be extended by a number of features that are likely to increase the expressive power such as recursion, aggregate functions, sequence generators, node constructors, and position information. The central question is what features of XQuery are really necessary in these fragments and which ones are only syntactic sugar, simplifying queries that were already expressible without this feature. Our most expressive fragment corresponds to LiXQuery [6] , which is conjectured to be as expressive as XQuery.
This article is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the syntax and the semantics of the different XQuery fragments that we are going to analyze. Section 3 presents the main result of the article, i.e., we partition the set of fragments into classes of fragments with the same expressive power. In Section 4 we present some expressibility results for these fragments and in Section 5 we show some properties that hold for some of the fragments. These results are combined in Section 6, where we prove the main result of the paper, which was presented in Section 3. Finally, Section 7 outlines the conclusions of our work.
XQuery Fragments
In this section we introduce the XQuery fragments whose expressive power we study in the article. We use LiXQuery [6] as a formal foundation, which is a light-weight sublanguage of XQuery, fully downwards compatible with XQuery. The syntax and an informal description of the semantics of each of the XQuery fragments is given in Subsection 2.1. In Subsection 2.2 we introduce the essential notions of the formal semantics of LiXQuery that we use throughout the paper. Finally, in Subsection 2.3 we show how some typical XQuery constructs can be expressed in XQ * .
Syntax and Informal Semantics
The syntax of the fragment XQ is shown in Fig. 1 , by rules S1 to S18, to which we will refer from now on as (S1-S18). Expressions that are not allowed in a fragment definition must be considered as not occurring in the right hand side of a production rule. As an example FunCall and Count do not occur in rule (S2) for XQ. This syntax is an abstract syntax, i.e., it assumes that extra brackets and precedence rules are added for disambiguation.
We briefly and informally discuss the semantics of the constructs in XQ. In rule (S5) the expression () returns the empty sequence. In rule (S6) the builtin functions are declared. The function string() gives the string value of an attribute node or text node, and converts integers to strings. The function xs:integer() 2 converts strings to integers. The function doc() returns the document node that is the root of the tree that corresponds to the content of the file with the name that was given as its argument, e.g., doc("file.xq") indicates the document root of the content of the file file.xq. The function name() gives the tag name of an element node or the attribute name of an attribute node. The function root() returns for a node the root of the tree it belongs to. The function concat() concatenates strings. The functions true() and false() return the boolean values true and false, respectively. The function not() inverts the the boolean value of its argument.
In rule (S7) the expression if (e 1 ) then e 2 else e 3 denotes the usual conditional expression. In rule (S8) the expression for $x in e 1 return e 2 expresses iteration where the result is computed by iterating over each element in the sequence that is the result of e 1 , binding this element to $x and evaluating e 2 , and finally concatenating all the sequences that resulted from the evaluation of e 2 . For example, the expression for $x in (1, 2, 3) return ($x, $x) returns the sequence 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3 . In rule (S9) the expression let $x := e 1 return e 2 returns the result of evaluating e 2 with $x bound to the result of e 1 . In rule (S10) the expression e 1 ,e 2 denotes sequence concatenation that returns the concatenation of the results of e 1 and e 2 . For example, if e 1 returns 1, 2 and e 2 returns 3, 4 , then e 1 ,e 2 returns 1, 2, 3, 4 . In the semantics of XQuery single values such as numbers strings and nodes are assumed to (S1) Query be identical with a singleton sequence that contains them. So the expression (1, 2) in fact denotes the concatenation of the sequences 1 and 2 , which is indeed the sequence 1, 2 .
In rule (S11) we find the boolean conjunction and disjunction. The rule (S12) introduces the comparison operators for basic values. Note that 2 < 10 and "10" < "2" both hold. These comparison operators have existential semantics, i.e., they are true for two sequences if there is a basic value in one sequence and a basic value in the other sequence such that the comparison holds between these two basic values. Rule (S13) gives the comparison operators for nodes where "is" tests the equality of nodes and "<<" compares nodes in document order. Rule (S14) defines basic arithmetic operations.
In rule (S15) we find the basic steps in path expressions that navigate starting from a so-called context item which is either a node or a basic value. The expression . simply returns the context item. An expression of the form N with N a valid element name returns all children of the context item which are element nodes with the name N . Likewise the expression @N retrieves the attribute nodes under the context item with name N . If the wildcard * is used for N then these operations return respectively all element nodes and all attribute nodes under the context item. Finally the text() expression returns all text nodes under the context item. In rule (S16) the expressions for defining composing path expressions are defined. An expression e 1 /e 2 returns the sequence of nodes that is obtained by evaluating e 1 and then for each node in its result evaluate e 2 with this node as the context item, and finally take the union of all nodes in the results of e 2 . The resulting sequence is without duplicates and sorted in document order, i.e., as the associates elements, attributes, etc. are encountered in the document. The expression e 1 //e 2 has the same semantics except that we evaluate e 2 not only for all the nodes in the result of e 1 but also for all their descendants.
Finally in rule (S17) the type-switch expression is defined, which allows us to check the type of a node or basic value. For an example consider the following expression:
for $x in ($y/@*, $y/*, $y/text()) return ( typeswitch ($x) case element() return string($x) case attribute() return concat("@",string($x)) default return "text" )
If it is evaluated while $y is bound to the root node of an XML fragment <test id="5"> <result/> scheduled </test> then the result will be the sequence "@id", "result", "text" .
The rules (S19-S25) define the constructs that we will use to define the different fragments of XQuery that we will consider. The rules (S19) and (S20) introduce the operations for counting and adding the elements of a sequence. The extension of the fragment XQ with these operations is denoted as XQ C and XQ S respectively, and as XQ C,S if both operations are allowed. The motivation for making these operations optional is that although they are in practice often used their added expressive power is often not easy to establish. See for example [11] for a discussion of this for SQL. In XQ these operations seem to add expressive power because they are the only ones that can distinguish sequences with the same elements. The distinction between count() and sum() is also interesting because the first ignores the numbers in a sequence whereas the second takes them into account.
The rule (S21) defines the at clause which can be used to bind a variable to the position of the current item in a sequence during the iteration of the for expression. As an example the expression for $x at $y in ("a", "b", "c") return ($y, $x) returns the sequence 1, "a", 2, "b", 3, "c" . The extension of XQ with this construct is denoted as XQ at . The reason to make this construction optional is that it seem to be the only construct that can refer to the position of an item in a sequence.
The rule (S22) defines expressions of the form e 1 to e 2 which construct a sequence of numbers beginning from the result of e 1 up to and including the result of e 2 . For example the expression 1 to 4 returns the sequence 1, 2, 3, 4 .
The extension of XQ with this construct is denoted XQ at . It is an interesting operation since it is one of the few operations that allows the construction of large results where the size depends not so much on the size of the input but on the magnitude of the numbers in the input.
The rules (S23-S24) allow the application and definition of functions, and specifically recursive functions. An expression of the form N (e 1 , . . ., e n ) applies the function with name N to the results of e 1 , . . . , e n . An expression of the form declare function N (v 1 ,. . .,v n ){e} declares a function with name N , formal arguments v 1 , . . . , v n and body e. Observe that if we disallow recursion these constructs would not increase the expressive power of the language since all function calls could be in-lined. The extension of XQ with these constructs is denoted as XQ R . Adding recursion will obviously greatly increase the expressive power and make the language computationally complete for operations over strings and integers but, as will be shown later, there may still be operations over XML data and/or sequences that cannot be expressed. For example, XQ R cannot express the count() function, which can be informally explained by saying that there is no operation in XQ R that can distinguish sequences that contain the same elements. There are for example no operations in XQ that allow us to select the head or the tail of a list, as is possible in LISP. Clearly with such operations the count() could have been expressed with recursive functions. This will be discussed more formally later on.
Finally the rule (S25) introduces expressions for creating new nodes. An expression document{e} creates a new document node with as its contents a deep copy of the resulting sequence of e. An expression element{e 1 }{e 2 } creates a new element node with a name computed by e 1 and a deep copy of the result of e 2 as its contents. Note that these contents include any attribute nodes that should be associated with the new node. Finally, an expression text{e} constructs a new text node with the string computed by e as its string value. The extension of XQ with these expressions is denoted as XQ ctr .
XQ
(S1-S18) basic fragment Clearly these operations add expressive power since without them one cannot construct new nodes, but they also do so if we only consider functions that return no new nodes in the final result. For example, in XQ we cannot distinguish the sequences 1, 2 and 2, 1 , but if we have node construction then we can convert them to the fragments <a> <b>1</b> <b>2</b> </b> and <a> <b>2</b> <b>1</b> </b> which can be distinguished. Informally this might be explained by saying that node construction can give us access to the sequence order by converting it into document order. This will be discussed in more detail later on.
Summarizing, we use 6 attributes for XQ fragments, namely C, S, at, to, R and ctr (cf. Fig. 2 for the syntax of the attributed fragments). These annotations may be freely combined such that, for example, XQ ctr C,S,at denotes the fragment with node construction, count(), sum() and the at clause in for expressions. For the largest fragment, XQ R,to,ctr C,S,at expressed by rules (S1-S25), we additionally introduce the short-hand XQ * . Since there are 6 attributes they define 64 fragments of XQuery. The main goal of this article is to investigate and to compare the expressive power of these fragments.
The following auxiliary definitions are used throughout the article: Fig. 2 .
Similar to LiXQuery, we ignore static typing and do not consider namespaces 3 , comments, processing instructions, and entities.
Formal Semantics
The semantics of our XQuery fragments is the same as that of LiXQuery and downwards compatible with the XQuery Formal Semantics [4] . Expressions are evaluated against an XML store which contains XML fragments created as intermediate results, and all the web documents. This assumption models correctly the formal semantics since each time a doc function is called for the same document, the same document node is returned. We now introduce some notations that we use in this article. The set S is the set of all strings, N ⊆ S is the set of strings that may be used as tag names, Z is the set of all integers, N ⊂ Z is the set of all positive integers, B is the set {true, false} of boolean values, and A = Z ∪ B ∪ S is the set of all atomic values. The set V is the set of all nodes. The domain and the range of a function f are denoted by respectively dom(f ) and rng(f ). 
Note that this definition slightly differs from our original definition of an XML Store [6] , since we now have included the document order in the store instead of the sibling order.
An item of an XML store St is an atomic value in A or a node in St. We denote the empty sequence as , non-empty sequences as for example 1, 2, 3 and the concatenation of two sequences l 1 and l 2 as l 1 • l 2 . A sequence over a store St is a sequence of items of St. We now give an example to illustrate the definition of a store.
be an XML store with one document "doc.xml", which is shown in Fig. 3 .
• The set of nodes V consists of
The store in this example contains only one tree, which models the following XML fragment: <a><b><c>t1</c><c>t2</c></b><b>t3</b></a>.
For the evaluation of queries we do not only need an XML store, but also an environment, which contains information about functions, variable bindings, the context sequence, and the context item. This environment is defined as follows: Note that we do not allow multiple functions to have the same name, whereas this is allowed in XQuery as long as these functions have a different arity. If En is an environment, n a name, and y an item then we let The semantics of XQ * expressions is defined by means of reasoning rules, following the notation detailed in [6] .
Discussion
We conclude this section by giving more motivation for the XQuery sublanguage XQ * that we consider in this paper. First we compare XQ * with LiXQuery to show that the few syntactic changes from LiXQuery in XQ * does not affect the expressive power. Next, we show how some typical XQuery constructs can be expressed in XQ * .
Comparison with LiXQuery
There are some features left out from LiXQuery in the definition of XQ * , such as the union, the filter expression, the functions position() and last(), and the parent step (..), but these features can be easily simulated in XQ * , as we will show now. Hence, we claim that XQ * has the same expressive power as LiXQuery.
The first feature that is left out is the union e 1 |e 2 which concatenates the results of e 1 and of e 2 , removes any duplicates and sorts the result in document order. This is equivalent to (e 1 ,e 2 )/., because the /. expression at the end removes the duplicate nodes and sorts the result sequence by document order. 
Note that another possible simulation is e 1 /(if (e 2 ) then . else ()) but only if the result contains only nodes and no basic values.
The third feature are the functions position() and/or last(). They can be used in every expression that is evaluated for a context item that is taken from some sequence. These are the subexpressions e 2 in expressions of the forms e 1 /e 2 , e 1 //e 2 and e 1 [e 2 ]. The meaning of these functions is for e 1 /e 2 and e 1 [e 2 ] the same: position() refers to the position of the context item in the result sequence of e 1 and last() refers to the position of the last item in this sequence, i.e., the length of the sequence. For example, ("a",
Another example is the expression a/(if (position() = 2) then . else ()) which returns the second a element child of the context item. For expressions of the form e 1 //e 2 the semantics of position() and last() are similar except that the context sequence to which position() and last() refer is differently defined. Recall that for each node n in the result of e 1 the evaluation iterates over n and its descendants and evaluates e 2 . During the evaluation of e 2 the sequence consisting of n and its descendants is assumed to be the context sequence.
We can simulate e 1 [e 2 ] with position() and/or last() in e 2 as follows, assuming e 2 is constructed from e 2 as previously explained for the preceding simulation of e 1 [e 2 ] plus that in addition position() and last() are replaced by the variables $pos and $last 6 :
let $seq := e 1 return let $last := count($seq) return for $dot at $pos in e 1 return if (e 2 ) then $dot else ()
The simulation of e 1 /e 2 with position() and/or last() in e 2 is similar except that here the results of e 2 are returned and the final result is sorted in document order by applying /.: let $seq := e 1 return let $last := count($seq) return (for $dot at $pos in e 1 return e 2 )/.
The simulation of e 1 //e 2 with position() or last() in e 2 is accomplished by rewriting it as e 1 /((.//.)/e 2 ) and reducing it thus to the previous case.
The last feature that is not in XQ * is the parent step .. that retrieves the parent of the context item and which we can simulate as follows:
The variable $dot iterates over all nodes of the tree that contains the context item and selects a node if one of its children (element, attribute, or text nodes) equals the context item.
Since we have shown that all features that are in LiXQuery but not in XQ * can be simulated in XQ * , it follows that XQ * has the same expressive power as LiXQuery.
Simulation of (other) XQuery Features
We can simulate many XQuery features that are not in XQ * by using a sublanguage of XQ * . For example, since the "=" comparison has an existential semantics, the emptiness test empty(e 1 ) can be expressed in XQ as follows:
if (1 = (for $y in e 1 return 1)) then true() else false() Furthermore, all XPath axes can be simulated in XQ. We illustrate this claim by giving the simulation of following-sibling::node():
The final XQuery feature that we use to illustrate the claim that most typical XQuery expressions can be expressed in XQ * is the order by clause:
for $x at $y in e 1 order by e 2 return e 3 We show that we can simulate this expression in the fragment XQ C,at , i.e., without using recursive functions. Assume that the expression in e 2 yields exactly one item when evaluated against an item in the result of e 1 . If the evaluation of e 1 yields n items, then the sequence that we have to order according to the order by clause e 2 has also n items. We will create a permutation of the numbers 1 to n in a variable $ordByPos such that the i th item in this sequence is j iff the j th item in the result sequence of e 1 is the smallest item in the result of e 1 with at least i − 1 items smaller or equal. In order to obtain a stable order, we also have to incorporate the position of the items in the result of e 1 . The simulation of the order by can then be performed as follows: let $inExpr := e 1 return let $unordBy := (for $x at $y in $inExpr return (e 2 )) return let $ordByPos := ( for $n at $p in $unordBy return ( for $n2 at $p2 in $unordBy return ( let $smaller := (for $n3 at $p3 in $unordBy return if ($n3 < $n2) then $n3 else ()) let $equalBef := (for $n3 at $p3 in $unordBy return if (($n3 = $n2) and ($p3 < $p2)) then $n3 else ()) if (count(($smaller,$equalBef)) = $p) then $p2 else () ) ) ) return let $ordInExpr := ( for $x at $pos in $inExpr return for $y in $ordByPos return if ($y = $pos) then $x else () ) return for $x at $pos in $ordInExpr return let $y := (for $xx at $yy in $ordByPos return if ($xx = $pos) then $yy else ()) return e 3 
Expressive Power of the Fragments
The main contribution of this paper consists of showing that some XQ * features can be simulated in some fragments that do not contain them and some can not. We study the relationships between all 64 fragments in terms of expressive power. In order to be able to compare fragments, we first have to define what "equivalent" and "more expressive" means for XQuery fragments.
We define the expressive power of an XQuery fragment as the set of XQuery functions that can be expressed in this fragment. XQuery functions are defined as partial multivalued functions that map a store and a variable assignment over that store to a new store and a result sequence over this result store. We assume that the result store does not contain nodes that are no longer reachable, since such nodes can be safely garbage collected. More precisely, the garbage collection is defined as follows:
σ, δ) relative to a sequence s is the store obtained by removing all trees from St for which the root node is not in rng(δ) and for which no node of the tree is in s.
We now define the notion of XQuery function as follows: This measure of expressive power can be justified by the XQuery Processing Model [4] . There it is possible to set variables in an initial environment. Moreover, the serialization of the result sequence is optional and an XQuery query can be embedded into another processing environment, which can then inspect the node identities that are returned. Fig. 2 . Consider two XQuery fragments XF 1 , XF 2 ∈ Φ. 
Definition 3.2 (XQuery function) The XQuery function corresponding to an expression e is {((
St, v), (Γ v (St ), v)) | St, (∅, ∅, v, ⊥) e ⇒ (St , v)}.
Definition 3.3 (Equivalent Fragments) Recall that Φ is the set of XQuery fragments as defined in
• XF 1 XF 2 ⇐⇒ ∀e 2 ∈ L(XF 2 ) : ∃e 1 ∈ L(XF 1 ) : e 1 ∼ e 2 (XF 1 can simulate XF 2 ) • XF 1 ≡ XF 2 ⇐⇒ ((XF 1 XF 2 ) ∧ (XF 2 XF 1 )) (XF 1 is equivalent to XF 2 ) • XF 1 XF 2 ⇐⇒ ((XF 1 XF 2 ) ∧ (XF 1 ≡ XF 2 )) (
Fig. 4. Equivalence classes of XQuery fragments
In this definition, the relation is a partial order on Φ, and ≡ is an equivalence relation on Φ. We use these relations to investigate the relationships between all XQuery fragments defined in Section 2. We show that the equivalence relation ≡ partitions Φ (containing 64 fragments) into 17 equivalence classes.
In Fig. 4 we show these 17 equivalence classes and their relationships. Each node of the graph represents an equivalence class, i.e., a class of XQuery fragments with the same expressive power. The white and grey nodes represent classes with and without node construction, respectively. Each edge is directed from a more expressive class C 1 to a less expressive one C 2 and points out that each fragment in C 1 is more expressive than all fragments of C 2 (i.e.,
Theorem 3.1 For the graph in Fig. 4 The proof of this theorem is given in Section 6. The lemmas of Section 4 will be used to show that all fragments that are in the same node have the same expressive power and the lemmas of Section 5 to show that all different nodes in the graph have a different degree of expressive power.
Informally, the dotted borders in Fig. 4 divide the set of fragments (Φ) in two parts: one in which the attribute that labels the border can be expressed and one in which this attribute cannot be expressed. The arrows that cross the borders all go in one direction, i.e., from the set of fragments where you can express a certain construct to the set where you cannot express it. We call the set of fragments that can simulate the construct the right-hand side of the border and the other set the left-hand side of the border. The correctness of the dotted borders can be proven by showing that something can be expressed in the least expressive fragments of the right-hand side that cannot be expressed in any of the most expressive fragments of the left-hand side. In the following two sections we give the necessary lemmas needed to complete this proof.
Expressibility Results
Adding extra features to XQuery fragments does not always extend the set of XQuery functions expressible in the fragment. In this section we show how to simulate certain features in fragments that, syntactically, do not include this feature.
First we show that we can count the number of items in a sequence in XQ at and XQ S , which is needed to show we can count in fragments at the right-hand side of the C-line in Fig. 4 . 
Proof.
The expression sum(for $i in (e 1 ) return 1) is equivalent to count(e 1 ).
2
The following lemma shows that we can simulate the sequence generation from the to operator in all fragments that have recursive function definitions and hence shows that we can express it in all fragments on the right-hand side of the to-border in Fig. 4 . Proof. We can define a recursive function to such that e 1 to e 2 is equivalent to to((e 1 ), (e 2 )) as follows:
We now show that we can compute the sum of a list of numbers using the to operator and the count function, which is used to show that in all fragments on the right-hand side of the S-border in Fig. 4 we can simulate sum. Proof. The following expression is equivalent to sum(e 1 ):
count( for $i in (e 1 ) return for $j in (1 to $i) return 1 )
The following Lemma gives another way to simulate count. In this simulation we use node construction and recursive function definitions. Together with Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.2 this shows that we can simulate count in all fragments at the right-hand side of the C-border in Fig. 4 . Proof. We will show how to define a recursive function count-distinct-nodes such that count(e 1 ) is equivalent to following XQ ctr,R expression:
count-distinct-nodes( for $e in e 1 return element {"e"} {()} )
This expression generates as many new nodes as there are items in the in-put e 1 and then applies a newly defined function count-distinct-nodes to this sequence, which counts the number of distinct nodes in a sequence. This can be done by decreasing the input sequence of the function call to count-distinct-nodes by exactly one node in each recursion step, which is possible since all items in the input sequence of count-distinct-nodes have a different node identity and hence we can remove each step the first node (in document order) of the newly created nodes. More precisely, the function count-distinct-nodes can be defined as follows:
declare function count-distinct-nodes($seq) { if (empty($seq)) then 0 else ( let $newseq := ( for $e1 in $seq return if (empty( for $e2 in $seq return if ($e2 << $e1) then 1 else () )) then () else $e1 ) return (1 + count-distinct-nodes($newseq)) ) } Note that, since the count operator returns only atomic values, none of the newly created nodes that were used to count the number of items in the sequence is reachable after applying garbage collection.
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Finally, we show how to simulate the at clause of a for expression by using node construction and count. This shows that we can simulate at in all fragments at the right-hand side of the at-border in Fig. 4 . Proof. We transform sequence order into document order by creating new nodes as children of a common parent such that the new nodes contain all information of each item in the sequence and they are in the same order as the items in the original sequence. First, in XQ ctr C we can express the (nonrecursive) functions pos and atpos, which respectively give the position of a node in a document-ordered duplicate-free sequence and return a node at a certain position in such sequence. This can be done as follows: Let us assume that we can define XQ ctr C functions encode and decode such that encode translates an arbitrary sequence to an ordered and duplicate-free sequence of nodes while encoding each item in the original sequence into one node at the same position and the function decode can retrieve the original item given this node and the original sequence. Then the following XQ Because the result sequence of e 1 , $seq, is used both in the in clause of the for expression and as actual parameter for the decode function, we have to assign this result to a new variable, since by simple substitution a node construction that is done in e 1 would be evaluated more than once. Furthermore the expression e 2 is guaranteed to have the right values for the variables $x and $pos iff the function decode behaves as desired. We can assume, w.l.o.g., that e 2 does not use variables $seq and $newseq, since they are used in the simulation.
We now take a closer look at how to define the functions decode and encode. The function encode needs to create a new sequence in which we simulate all items by creating a new node for each item. By adding these nodes as children of a newly constructed element (named newseq) we ensure that the original sequence order is reflected in the document order for the newly constructed sequence. Atomic values are simulated by putting their value as text node in an element which denotes the type of atomic value. Encoding nodes cannot be done by making a copy of them, since this would discard all information we have about the node identity. Therefore we store for a node all information we need to retrieve the node later using the function decode. We do this by storing the root of the node and the position where the node is located in the descendant-or-self list of its root node.
For example, consider the Store St of Example 2.1, which only has one tree.
Encoding the sequence 1, n e 2 , "c" over this store results into the creation of the following new element: <newseq> <int>1</int> <node root="1" descpos="3"/> <str>c</str> </newseq>
The encoding and decoding is performed by the following two functions:
declare function encode($seq) { let $rootseq := ( for $e in $seq return typeswitch($e) case element() return root($e) case attribute() return root($e) case document-node() return root($e) default return () )/. return let $newseq := element {"newseq"} { for $e in $seq return typeswitch($e) case xs:integer return element {"int"} {$e} case xs:string return element {"str"} {$e} case xs:boolean return element {"bool"} {if ($e) then 1 else 0} default return element {"node"} { attribute {"root"} {pos(root($e), $rootseq)}, attribute {"descpos"} {pos($e, root($e)//.)} } } return $newseq/* }; declare function decode($node, $seq) { let $rootseq := ( for $e in $seq return typeswitch($e) case element() return root($e) case attribute() return root($e) case document-node() return root($e) default return () )/. return if (name($node) = "int") then xs:integer($node/text()) else if (name($node) = "str") then string($node/text()) else if (name($node) = "bool") then if (xs:integer($node/text()) = 1) then true() else false() else if (name($node) = "node") then ( let $root := atpos(rootseq($seq), xs:integer($node/@root)) return atpos($root//., xs:integer($node/@descpos)) ) else () };
Note that none of the previous functions used recursion, so we do not actually need functions since we could inline the function definitions in the expressions. Furthermore there is no newly created node in the result sequence of the simulation, so all newly created nodes are garbage collected and hence at can be expressed in XQ ctr C . 2
Properties of the Fragments
The previous section provided some expressibility results. In this section we prove that certain fragments do not have certain properties, hence they have different degrees of expressive power.
Set Equivalence and Bag Equivalence
The first two properties just claim that there are fragments in which it is not possible to distinguish between sequences with the same set or bag representation. To formalize this notion we define set equivalence and bag equivalence between environments and between sequences. In this definition Set (Bag) maps a sequence to the set (bag) of its items. Example 5.1 shows an expression for which it holds that all result sequences in an evaluation against an environment in which $seq is bound to a sequence v have the same set representation. This result holds because it holds for all result sequences in an evaluation against another environment in which $seq is bound to a sequence v for which it holds that Set(v) = Set(v ). This observation is generalized in Lemma 5.1.
Example 5.1 Consider the following XQ expression:
for $x in $seq return for $y in $seq return (if ($x > $y) then $x else ($x * $y)) (St, r ) 7 , it also holds that Set(r) = Set(r ).
Proof. This lemma is proven by induction on the derivation tree in which each node corresponds to a construct of rules (S3-S17,S23-S24) in Fig. 1 . Obviously, variables, literals, and empty sequences return sequences with the same set representation when evaluated against set-equivalent environments. If we apply a comparison between two sequences v 1 and v 2 then the result is the same as when applied to v 1 and v 2 if v 1 and v 2 have the same set representation as respectively v 1 and v 2 . This is due to the existential semantics of the value comparison operators and the fact that node comparison operators are only defined for single nodes.
We now consider the for expression. By induction we know that the set of items i in the result sequence of the in clause of a for expression is the same when evaluated against set-equivalent environments En and En . Let E and E denote the set of environments which contain all extensions of respectively En and En with a binding of the loop variable to an item in the result sequence of the evaluation of the in-clause against respectively En and En . It can be shown that the relation "is a set-equivalent environment" between E and E is a total and surjective function, that is, for each evaluation against an environment En 1 in E there is an evaluation against a set-equivalent environment En 2 in E and vice versa. This follows intuitively from the fact that En 1 is En but with the loop variable bound to a certain item i and En 2 is En but with the loop variable also bound to i. By induction we then know that En 1 yields a result sequence with the same set representation as the result of En 2 and vice versa. Hence it follows that the concatenation of the result sequences of all evaluations yields result sequences with the same set representation.
In a similar way, we can show that all other expressions in this XQuery fragment also return sequences with the same set representation when applied to set-equivalent environments, since the result sequences of their subexpressions have the same set representation.
The previous lemma is combined with the following lemma for proving that fragments on the left-hand side of the C-border in Fig. 4 (St, r ) , it also holds that Bag(r) = Bag(r ).
Proof. For all XQ
R C expressions we can show similar to the proof of Lemma 5.1 that evaluations against bag-equivalent environments result in bag-equivalent result sequences. The only new feature is the count() function, which returns the same value when applied to sequences with the same bag representation. Moreover, we have to show for the for expression that there is a bijection between the sets E and E , as defined in the proof of Lemma 5.1.
The previous lemma is combined with the following lemma for proving that in fragments on the left-hand side of the at-border in Fig. 4 we cannot simulate the at clause in for expressions. 
Relationships between Input Size and Output Size
The maximum size of the output for all queries in certain XQuery fragments can be identified as being bounded by a class of functions w.r.t. the input size. For proving the inexpressibility results related to the output size, we first introduce some auxiliary notations. 
The function size maps an atomic value to the number of cells needed to represent this item on the tape of a Turing Machine. For example, if every character can be represented in one cell on the tape of a Turing Machine, then size("abc") = 3 and size(78) = 2. 
+1) }).
We now illustrate the previous definition with an example.
Example 5.2 Consider the following query:
for $x at $y in doc("doc.xml")//c return ($x, $y*100) In the definition of the largest sequence sizes we include the size of the largest tree in the store, since one can generate such a sequence by using the descendant-or-self axis. Note that in the definition of the largest item sizes the first set of the union contains all sizes needed to represent the atomic values that occur in the store (or environment) and the second set contains only one value which indicates how much space we need to represent a pointer to a node in the store. Furthermore, the inclusion of the nodes of the output store in the output size is allowed for two reasons. The first reason is that all upper bound functions that we use in our lemmas are at least linear functions and the input nodes that occur in the output store just add a linear factor to the upper bound function. The second reason is that the nodes of the output store that do not occur in the input store have to be reachable by nodes in the result sequence since garbage collection is applied.
The following inexpressibility results use the observation that the maximum item and/or sequence output size can be bounded by a certain class of functions in terms of the input size. If such a function is a polynomial p that has N or N 2 as its domain then there always exists an increasing polynomial p such that p is an upper bound for p. Therefore we assume that all such functions that are used as an upper bound in the following lemmas to be increasing functions.
Lemma 5.5 For each evaluation
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on the size of the derivation tree of the query q. In this tree the nodes correspond to the Expr non-terminal of the XQ ctr,to syntax and as a consequence each node corresponds to a construct of rules (S3-S17, S22, S25) in Fig. 1 , so we prove the induction step for each of these rules. Literals (S4,S5) return constant values, while steps (S16), and variables (S3) return some items from the input (store and environment) of the expression and hence it is obvious that for all "leaf expressions" d . From the induction hypothesis it follows that for each subexpression it holds that d
Note that many expressions (S6, S7, S10-S15, S17, S18, S23, S26) do not alter the environment or the store before passing them to their subexpressions, so d for expressions (S8) By induction we know, the largest item in $x needs at most d
Since the result of a for expression contains only items that are in the result of an evaluation of e 2 , we know that there exists a polynomial p such that d
let expressions (S9) From the induction hypothesis it follows that the output item sizes for the first expression are bounded as d
The previous lemma is combined with the following lemma to show that we cannot express count in fragments at the left-hand side of the C-border in Fig. 4 . Proof. This lemma can be proven by induction on the size of the deriva-tion tree of the query q. In this derivation tree the nodes correspond to the Expr non-terminal of the XQ ctr at,S syntax and as a consequence each node corresponds to a construct of rules (S3-S17, S20, S21, S25) in Fig. 1 . First, consider the leafs of the derivation tree. Literals (S4,S5) return constant values, while steps (S16), and variables (S3) return some items from the input (store and environment) of the expression and hence it is obvious that for all leaf expressions d
) hold for some polynomials (linear functions) p 1 and p 2 . All other expressions have subexpressions. Similar to the proof of Lemma 5.5, we denote the input/output sizes of the k th subexpression by d
) for each subexpression. Note that many expressions (S6, S7, S10-S15, S17, S20, S25) do not alter the environment or the store before passing them to their subexpressions, so d
Basic built-in functions (S6), if and binary expressions (S7,S10-S15) and typeswitches (S17) All these expressions return results that are directly bound by the sum of output sizes of these subexpressions. Hence their output size is bound by d
) for some polynomials p 1 and p 2 . sum aggregation (S20) This function returns a single number that is the sum of a number of values of the input sequence (output of the subexpression). This result is bounded by d 
) for some polynomials p 5 and p 6 . Path expressions (S16) These also obviously have output sizes within these polynomial bounds, since they are in fact a special kind of for expressions with an extra selection at the end, i.e., a node test and removal of duplicate nodes.
Since the number of subexpressions of an expression does not depend on the input store or environment, the previous results suffice to show that d The previous lemma is combined with the following lemma to show that we cannot express to in fragments at the left-hand side of the to-border in Fig. 4 . The previous lemma is combined with the following lemma to show that we cannot simulate all recursive functions in fragments at the left-hand side of the R-border in Fig. 4 . 
Upper Bounds for the Number of Different Possible Results
Finally, we show that the number of possible output values is polynomially bounded by the largest input sequence size and the size of the set of possible atomic values in the input store and environment. In other words, given an expression e, an alphabet Σ and a number k, the set Res contains all possible outputs of the evaluations of e restricted to Σ and k. We will show that, for expressions the fragment XQ ctr at , the number of different atomic values in this set is polynomially bounded by k and the size of Σ. We first illustrate this claim with an example.
Suppose e is following expression:
for $x at $y in $z return ($y, $x + 1)
If we assume some Σ and k then we can verify that the number of different atomic values in the output of this expression is bounded by 2 · |Σ| + k. Proof. This lemma can be proven by induction on the derivation tree where each expression corresponds to the Expr non-terminal of the XQ at syntax and as a consequence each node corresponds to a construct of rules (S3-S18,S22) of Fig. 1 .
First, consider the leafs of the derivation tree. Literals (S4,S5) return for all evaluations the same atomic value, steps (S16) do not return atomic values and variables (S3) only return atomic values originated from the input. All these expressions do not change the input store. Hence it holds that the number of atomic values in the possible results is bounded by n + 1.
All other expressions have subexpressions. Note that many expressions (S6, S7, S10-S15, S18, S26) do not alter the environment or the store before passing them to their subexpressions. All these expressions return either only atomic values from their subexpressions or one new atomic value that is a boolean. From the induction hypothesis and the fact that all these expressions have a constant number of subexpressions, which are all evaluated only once during one evaluation of the superexpression, it follows that the number of atomic values in the possible results is bounded by p(n, k) for some polynomial p.
We now discuss the remaining expressions.
let expressions (S9) The second subexpression is evaluated against an alphabet of size N < p 1 (n, k) and a store and environment with a maximal sequence size of k < p 2 (k) (Lemma 5.7) for some polynomials p 1 , p 2 . From the induction hypothesis then it follows that the number of atomic values in the possible results is bounded by
for some polynomials p and p . for expressions (S8) From Lemma 5.7 we know that the number of different atomic values in the possible results is bounded by p 1 (n, k) for some polynomial p 1 and the number of items in the result sequence of the subexpression is bounded by p 2 (k) for some polynomial p 2 . The expression in the return clause is evaluated at most p 2 (k) times against the result store of the first subexpression and environment where two extra variables are set. This in fact means that the subexpression is evaluated against an alphabet of size n < p 1 (n, k) and a store and environment with a maximal sequence size of k < p 2 (k). Hence, from the induction hypothesis it follows that the number of atomic values in the possible results for each evaluation is bounded by
Since the result of the for expression is just the concatenation of all results of the return clause, the total number of atomic values in the possible results is bounded by p 2 (k).p (n, k) < p(n, k) for some polynomial p. Path expressions (S17) Path expressions can be considered as a special kind of for expressions with an extra selection at the end, i.e., sorting nodes in document order and removing duplicate nodes. Hence, obviously the lemma also holds for them.
2
The previous and the following lemma are combined in Section 6 to show that we cannot compute the sum of a list of numbers in fragments on the left-hand side of the S-border in Fig. 4 .
Lemma 5.12
The fragment XQ at,S does not have the property of Lemma 5.11.
Proof. Consider the alphabet Σ = {1, 2, 4, . . . , 2 n−1 } and k = n. Since "$x" can contain any combination of elements of Σ, the result of the sum can be any number between 1 and 2 n − 1. However, there exists no polynomial p such that for each n it holds that 2 n − 1 ≤ p(n, n). Hence we know that we cannot express the sum in XQ at .
2
The results of Section 4 and Section 5 can be combined to complete the proof of Theorem 3.1.
First, we prove that the dotted borders in Fig. 4 are correct by showing that something can be expressed in the least expressive fragments of the right-hand side that cannot be expressed in any of the most expressive fragments of the left-hand side. All previous results can now be combined to complete the proof:
to-border
• If XF 1 and XF 2 are in the same node then it follows that they are equivalent:
This can easily be shown by the lemmas from Section 4.
• If XF 1 and XF 2 are equivalent then they occur in the same node:
Suppose that XF 1 and XF 2 are not in the same node. There are two possibilities: if one of the two fragments contains a node constructor (suppose XF 1 ) and the other (XF 2 ) does not then you obviously cannot simulate the node construction in XF 2 . Else it follows from the figure that they are separated by a dotted border and hence we know that there is something in one fragment that you cannot express in the other fragment, so XF 1 ≡ XF 2 .
• If there is a directed path from the node containing XF 1 to the node containing XF 2 Fig. 4 that there are (at least) two borders separating the nodes of both fragments where for the first border XF 1 is in the more expressive set of fragments and for the second border XF 2 is in the more expressive set of fragments. Hence XF 1 and XF 2 are incomparable so XF 1 XF 2 .
Conclusion
We investigated the expressive power of XQuery fragments in order to outline which features really add expressive power and which ones simplify queries already expressible. The main results of this article outline that, using six attributes (the count() function, the sum() function, to expressions, the at clause, node construction and recursion), we can define 64 XQuery fragments, which can be divided into 17 equivalence classes, i.e., classes including fragments with the same expressive power. We proved the 17 equivalence classes are really different and possess a different degree of expressive power.
This has led to several interesting observations:
• The ability to construct nodes sometimes adds expressive power, even if no new nodes are returned in the result. For example, it is shown that the quite powerful fragment XQ R,to C,S , i.e., the basic fragment extended with recursive functions, to expressions, the count() function and the sum() function, still cannot distinguish the sequences 1, 2 and 2, 1 (see Lemma 5.3 and the proof that this fragment is equivalent to XQ R C , i.e., the basic fragment extended with recursive functions and the count() function) but it is easy to see that already in XQ ctr , the basic fragment extended with only node construction, these sequences can be distinguished.
• The order by clause can already be simulated in XQ at , the basic fragment extended with at clauses in for expressions, as is shown in Section 2.3.
• Filter expressions, i.e. expressions of the form e 1 [e 2 ], can be already simulated in the basic fragment XQ, as shown in Section 2.3.
• The functions position() and last() that allow the selection of nodes in certain positions can already be simulated in XQ at , the basic fragment extended with only at clauses, which is also discussed in Section 2.3.
• On the other hand at clauses in for expressions can be simulated in XQ ctr C , the basic fragment extended with node construction and counting, which is shown in Lemma 4.6, and demonstrates the combined expressive power of these two features.
• The smallest fragment that has the expressive power of the full language is XQ ctr,R , the basic fragment extended with node construction and recursion (cf. Figure 4) . This means that all the other fragment-defining attributes, which are to expressions, at clauses, the count() and sum() functions, can be simulated in this fragment.
Finally we briefly discuss some related work by Koch [8] and Benedikt and Koch [2] . In this work also XQuery fragments are defined and studied in terms of computational complexity and compared in expressive power with certain types of first-order logic. Unfortunately the fragments defined in that work have no direct relationship with our fragments. However, we can make some observations on the relationships between their fragments AtomXQ and XQ which seem similar to our fragments XQ ctr and XQ Their fragment XQ is basically AtomXQ extended with a deep-equality comparison for trees. In terms of expressive power their fragment XQ (which is different from our XQ) is a subset of our fragment XQ ctr at . The most involved part of the proof is showing that deep equivalence of nodes can be expressed, for which the at clause seems to be required. Conversely, it is easily observed that XQ ctr at can express some functions that cannot be expressed by their XQ because with the at clause we can write functions that return integers not in the XML tree. This raises the question whether in terms of expressive power their XQ is a subset of our XQ ctr , which seems unlikely, but no proof of a counterexample has been found yet.
